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HOW MOTIVATED ARE WE IN OUR 
CURRENT JOB?
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How motivated are we in our current job?

of employees don’t feel 

motivated in their current 

job

72% of employees who have a sense of 

belonging to their organization feel 

motivated in their current job

83% 

of employees who DO NOT have a 

sense of belonging to their organization 

feel motivated in their current job

55% 

Motivation of employees in one of the most important business succes factors, so we wanted to know how motivated employees are in this moment.  

We will especially look into the motivation of employees who do not have sense of belonging to their organization. 
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What satisfies us the most, and what the least?

of employees is 

satisfied with bonuses 

they receive.

95% 
of employees is satisfied 

with their 

relations/cooperation with 

their colleagues

89% 
of employees is satisfied 

with support they receive 

from their colleagues. 

50% 

of employees is 

satisfied with additional 

benefits their company 

offers

50% 

Satisfaction with different aspects of work leads to general sense of satisfaction, which influences employees’ decision about staying in the company or 

searching a new job. People are most often not satisfied with bonuses and benefits, while they are most satisfied with cooperation and support they 

receive from their colleagues. 
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50%

50%

53%

53%

64%

72%

22%

26%

32%

28%

45%

55%

73%

70%

72%

72%

76%

85%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

The bonuses you get

Additional benefits offered by your company

The training offered by your company

Opportunities to increase earnings

Stress levels

With the support you get from the manager

How satisfied are you with following aspects of your job?

If they feel a sense of belonging to the organization If they do not feel a sense of belonging to the organization Total

Beside a general sense of satisfaction we need to look into what are the sources of satisfaction of those who do not feel that they belong to the 

organization. This is precisely the group of employees who might be already thinking about leaving their company. 

What are the biggest sources of dissatisfaction? 
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How safe do we feel at work?
Belief that we will not be shamed, rejected or punished if we speak our mind in our team or in front of our superiors, i.e. sense of psychological safety is a very important factor 

of employees’ motivation. A significant component of the feeling of psychological safety is also out conviction that we can’t make mistake without fear of consequences. Our 

research show that employees who don't have sense of belonging to the organization have a significantly lower feeling of psychological safety. 

83%

74%

77%

67%

49%

57%

To what extent do you believe that you can freely say what you think and feel in front of your team?

To what extent do you believe that you can freely say what you think and feel in front of your
superior?

To what extent do you believe that you can make a mistake without fear of consequences?
(condemnation, rejection, possibility of losing a job)?

Employees who do not feel a sense of belonging to the organization Total
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Why do we sometimes feel demotivated? 
Besides sense of security, it is important to identify what other things especially motivate us at work. Next to 4 dominant factors which contribute to the 

lower levels of motivation amongst the employees, there is an additional one - lack of respect and not recognizing personal capabilities that people who 

don’t feel as a part of their organization have. 

Not clear system for increasing salaries and awarding benefits

Non-recognition of my abilities and knowledge by my superiors

Poor communication within the company

Lack of respect, feeling that my opinion is not appreciated

Unclear communication of the company's purpose, goals and decisions

System sluggishness (excessively complex administration, strict procedures ...)

34%

34%

37%

37%

43%

43%

35%

8%

28%

10%

21%

33%

Employees who feel a sense of belonging to the organization Employees who do not feel a sense of belonging to the organization
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What would serve as an additional motivator? 

bigger salary or bonus60% 

51% 

of employees who don’t feel as if 

they belong to their organization 

would be additionally motivated if 

company could show personal 

recognition and respect for their 

knowledge. 

40% 
bigger possibilities for 

personal development

shorter working week44% 

In order to find potential solutions, we asked participants what would motivate employees more. Beside bigger compensation and bonuses, things such as 

personal development and especially shorter working week came up as significant motivators. When we look into employess who don’t feel as a part of the 

organization, it turned out that recognition and respect for their knowledge would have motivating effect on them as well. 
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What might be additional motivators? 

Suggestions from survey takers:

Better operational effectiveness / internal organization

Flexlible working hours

Management’s openness to employees’ suggestions, showing respect towards employees

Work from home 

Clear strategy and company goals

More flexibility / independence in work

Introducing of the part-time working option

Possibility of working on projects

A more transparent compensation & bonus scheme
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Employees’ benefits

of employees are satisfied 

with benefits their company 

offers

55% 

of employees thinks that having the 

option of creating own benefit 

package based on allocated 

company budget would suit them.

98% 

of employees understand which 

benefits their company offers

77% 

As our previous Pulsology research has shown, benefits are one of the most significant motivational factors when people think of moving to another 

company. Having this in mind, we asked what is the level of satisfaction of employees with their current benefit scheme, how well do they understand it and 

would they like to create their own benefit package. 
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TOP benefits among employees

17%

17%

19%

22%

24%

26%

Psychological support to employees (in the form
of counseling or psychotherapy)

100% of earnings during sick leave

Investing in the education employees's children

Private health insurance for children as a
expense of the company

Paid education (MBA, Master, longer education)

Shortened working week

6 benefits that would mean to employees, and companies 
don’t usually offer them

30%

40%

41%

49%

66%

Comany car - private usage

Remote work

Additional trainings

Private life and pension insurance

Private health insurance

5 benefits which are mean the most to the emoplyees and the 
compnies often offer them

Companies offer various benefits, however, it is especially significant to check which benefits are really important and useful to the employees. Knowing 

this, companies could invest in those benefits which really can enhance levels of satisfaction of current employees on one side, and raise the level of 

attractiveness to potentially new hires on another.
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What actions can companies take in order to enable 

higher levels of motivation in their employees?

• Development of bonus strategies in 

accordance with changes in company 

strategy and market changes.

• Development of flexible benefit 

schemes having in mind ever-

changing trends and employees’ 

needs.

• Education of managers about 

topics of employees’ development 

through delegation of tasks and 

responsibilities.

• Improving organizational 

effectiveness – reducing 

administrative tasks through 

process automation and 

digitalization.

• Development of organizational culture 

which promotes sharing and acknowledging 

opinions of every employee and creates a 

sense of psychological safety for all 

employees.

• Clear communication of company strategy 

and to enable employees can to have an 

overview of the business and develop own 

opinions. 
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Demografics

Our research was conducted in the period of 26th of February till 17th of March 2021, and we received reply from 200

participants in total. From that number majority of respodents were employed people who were the focus of the survey.

4%

67%

27%

3%

from 25 y.o.

26-40 y.o.

41-55 y.o.

56 y.o. and more

Up to 10
employees

From 11 to 50
employees

From 51 to 250
employees

Over
250 employees

12%

26% 26%

36%

Company size
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<path class="st1" d="M74.14,0c-0.08,0-0.16,0.01-0.24,0.01l0.05,14.48c0.07,0,0.13,0,0.2,0c32.95,0,59.66,26.71,59.66,59.66
s-26.71,59.66-59.66,59.66c-24.05,0-44.75-14.23-54.2-34.73l-13.16,6.05c11.73,25.47,37.47,43.16,67.35,43.16

c40.95,0,74.14-33.19,74.14-74.14S115.08,0,74.14,0z"/>
</svg>

Demografics

I live alone I live with the
partner

I live with partner
and children

I live with
extended family

I live with
roommate /
roommates

20%

27%

37%

14%

1%

34%

66%

I have a children
under the age of 12

I do not have a
children under the
age of 12
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